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IntroductIon
Under normal conditions we continuously breathe 78% ni-
trogen (N2) such that the body tissues and fluids are saturated 
with dissolved N2. For normobaric medical gas administra-
tion at high concentrations, the N2 concentration must be less 
than in the ambient atmosphere; therefore, N2 will begin to 
be released by the body tissues. For very high concentration 
administration of gases such as nitrous oxide (N2O), xenon 
(Xe), or even oxygen (O2) the quantity of N2 out gassing can 
be significant. Quantification of this process can be important 
for at least two reasons.

 First, the released N2 gas leaves the body primarily through 
exhalation. For the anesthetic administration of nitrous oxide 
or xenon to intubated and ventilated patients the exhaled ni-
trogen will mix with the therapeutic gases in the recirculation 
gas breathing circuit resulting in a decrease in therapeutic 
gas concentration. Thus there must be a continuous fresh 
supply of therapeutic gas to maintain the concentration that 
is especially expensive for xenon.1 To reduce this expense a 
denitrogenation procedure prior to xenon administration is 
usually performed based on 100% O2 delivery.1

Second, for gases that have a greater solubility in blood 

ReseaRch aRticle 

than N2 there can be accumulation of gas in the bowel and 
other body cavities.2–4 This is especially true for nitrous 
oxide that has an Ostwald solubility coefficient of 0.469 
compared to 0.0148 for N2 in human whole blood (mL of 
gas per mL of liquid at 37°C).5

Thus there is a need to estimate the time needed for de-
nitrogenation in the planning of surgical procedures. In this 
paper we will describe the application of a physiologically 
based pharmacokinetic model to denitrogenation kinetics. 
The results are compared to the data resulting from an elegant 
set of experiments by Lundin6 that measured the end tidal N2 
concentration in six adult subjects while breathing 100% O2 
in the form of moderately rapid and slow compartment time 
constants. Furthermore, these data are the most complete set 
of inert gas washout from humans in the literature; thus, this 
comparison serves as a validation of the model. Other aspects 
of the denitrogenation process are also explored including 
the effect of subject weight and a comparison of the exhaled 
concentration to total body clearance.

MaterIals and Methods
This study employs a physiologically based pharmacoki-
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netic model developed by Lockwood7 for anesthetic gases 
that has been employed within the Simbiology Toolbox of 
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).8 The model 
considers all transport to be perfusion limited, that there is 
no metabolism, and all excretion is through expiration via 

the lung. Here we present the partition coefficients for N2 
(Table 1) and a detailed explanation of the compartment 
consisting of the alveolar gas exchange region of the lung 
(Figure 1) as these are the results comparable to the pub-
lished experimental data by Lundin.6

Figure 1 shows schematically how blood and gas pass 
through the alveoli, or gas exchange region, of the lung.

On the blood side the venous blood arrives at the rate of 
QCardiac; a fraction QShunt (0.1 is used herein) bypasses the 
gas exchange region and remixes with oxygen enriched 
blood to obtain the full flow of QCardiac with mixed concentra-
tion CArterial. On the gas side the respiratory cycle is modeled 
with a simplified steady-state flow of inhaled gas at the 

rate of the minute ventilation (QMV) less a dead space flow 
(QDS) at concentration CInhale. This is mixed with the dead 
space flow at the concentration in the alveoli to make the 
flow through the gas exchange region QMV. An expression 
of molar exchange between blood and gas is as follows:                     

in which                       employs the blood:gas partition 
coefficient (PCBlood:Gas) to determine the arterial concentra-
tion and VFRC is the functional residual capacity (i.e., the 
gas volume in the lung).

Lundin’s data6 are presented in the form of moderately 
rapid and slow compartment time constants that are calcu-
lated based on end tidal measurements in the exhaled gas, 
taken to be CExhale in the model. Roughly, the moderately 
rapid and slow time constants represent the relatively richly 
perfused and poorly perfused tissues as listed in Table 
1. However, it was not possible to precisely match the 
model compartments with the experimental time constants.  
Therefore, the calculation method employed by Lundin 
as shown in Figure 2 based on the exhaled concentration 
was used.

results
The simulated results are first provided in terms of the 
moderately rapid and slow time constants as a function of 
weight shown in Figure 3. Also shown in Figure 3 are the 
data from the six subjects realized from the experimental 
study found in the literature.6 There is general agreement 
between simulated and experimental results, though the 
variations in experimental results are clearly not completely 
correlated with weight. 

The general agreement can be illustrated by consider-
ing the case with the largest difference between simulated 
and experimental results that occurs for the subject with 
a weight of 53 kg; 22 and 127 minutes and 15 and 194 
minutes, for the moderately rapid and slow time constants 
respectively. However, these differences in time constants 
can still translate into reasonably accurate guidance for the 
exhaled concentration time series as shown in Figure 4.

dIscussIon
We can speculate somewhat on the experimental data as 
to why the results are uncorrelated with weight. It can 
be understood from the model that weight is not the only 
variable that can influence the denitrogenation kinetics. 
Compartment volumes that represent fat content will be 
unique for individuals; thus for example, if the body mass 

CArterial =PCBlood:Ga

CAlveoli

table 1: Physiological data and partition coefficients used 
for the model

Item Data

Parameters of human (adult male)
Body weight (kg) 70
Minute ventilation (L/min) 7.5
Dead space ventilation (L/min) 2.625
Functional residual capacity (L) 2.0
Cardiac output (L/min) 6.0

Perfusion per compartment (fraction of cardiac output)
Fat (richly perfused) 0.04
Fat (poorly perfused) 0.01
Richly perfused tissue 0.3303
Poorly perfused tissue 0.01
Muscle 0.24

Compartment volume (fraction of weight)
Arterial blood 0.0209
Venous blood 0.0545
Lung blood 0.00245
Fat (richly perfused) 0.09
Fat (poorly perfused) 0.09
Richly perfused tissue 0.0624
Poorly perfused tissue 0.24
Muscle 0.44

Nitrogen partition coefficients
Blood:gas 0.0148
Fat:blood 6.5743
Richly perfused tissue:blood 1.0365
Poorly perfused tissue:blood 1.0307
Muscle:blood 0.7894
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Figure 1: Schematic of transport through the alveolar gas exchange 
region of the lung. 
Note: QCardiac: Cardiac outpur flow rate; QShunt: fraction of cardiac output that 
passes by the gas exchange region; CArterial: arterial blood concentration, QMV: 
minute ventilation; QDS: dead space flow, CInhale: inhaled concentration; 
VFRC: functional residual capacity. 

Figure 2: Calculation of time constants, which can be compared to Figure 
2 in the Lundin's paper.6 
Note: The slow time constant is found by fitting the data > 100 minutes to an 
exponential function (purple data) that appears linear on the semi-log plot. 
Results from this fit are subtracted from the original data (blue) between 10 and 
60 minutes resulting in the red data. This is then fit to a second exponential to 
obtain the moderately rapid time constant. The data shown are for the 70 kg 
case. The concentration data have been normalized by the value at 10 minutes.

Figure 3: Comparison of time constants from Lundin7 and simulated as a function of weight: the moderately fast compartment (left) and the slow 
compartment (right).
Note: Curve fits for the simulated data are indicated.

Figure 4: Simulated and experimental exhaled concentration time series 
for 53 kg normalized to the value at 10 minutes.  
Note: The curves are produced using the equation:

Figure 5: Comparison of tissue concentration and exhaled concentration 
for the 70 kg case.   
Note: The T1/2 values are indicated by the dashed lines. For the exhaled gas 
concentration T1/2 = 28 minutes, for the tissue moles T1/2 = 183 minutes. Each 
time series is normalized by the value at 10 minutes.
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index of the subjects were known a better correlation should 
be possible. Other parameters such as minute ventilation, 
cardiac output, functional residual capacity, and dead space 
volume are also not known for the experimental subjects, 
nor varied with weight in the simulated results.

The experiments are based on end tidal concentration 
measurements.  A relevant question that can be addressed 
by the model is how this parameter reflects overall corporal 
denitrogenation. Thus, the moles of  N2 in each compartment 
are summed and presented in comparison to the exhaled 
concentration in Figure 5. It can be seen that denitrogena-
tion as measured in the exhaled gas is much faster than the 
clearance from tissues; for the exhaled gas concentration T1/2 
= 28 minutes, for the tissue moles T1/2 = 183 minutes. This 
divergence can be understood by noting that the exhaled 
concentration is closely related to blood levels, while the 
majority of moles of gas are stored in fat that has a much 
slower denitrogenation speed.

These results might also be relevant for decompression ill-
ness.9  However, as there is some question on the relevance 
of the perfusion limited model for N2 decompression10 and 
the lack of a bubble initiation model11 in this study, for this 
application the results should be considered preliminary.

In conclusion, herein is presented a physiologically based 
model of denitrogenation kinetics that is in general agree-
ment with published experimental data. Correlations for 
denitrogenation as a function of subject weight are provided.
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